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why purchase studio gear?
QUALITY
Beloved by teachers worldwide, Manduka products are celebrated for their durability and longevity.
An upfront investment in high quality gear is one that will pay off in the long run, for both your studio and your students.
Our PRO series mats offer high density cushion, joint protection, & unmatched support; they are made of a closed-cell material
that keeps moisture and bacteria on the surface of the mat, increasing longevity and making post-class cleanup a breeze.

EASY TO CLEAN
Manduka’s PRO series mats and recycled foam blocks are are non-porous, making them more hygienic and easier to keep clean.
The microfiber fabrics in our yoga towels and bolster covers wick moisture away and are made to withstand many (many) washes.

SUSTAINABILITY
Made to honor the practice and the planet, our products are thoughtfully crafted using fabrics and processes that are both 
substainable and performance-driven.

HIGH PERFORMANCE, DURABLE, AND THOUGHTFULLY CRAFTED —
NO MATTER WHAT TYPE OF YOGA YOUR STUDIO OFFERS, WE HAVE GEAR TO FIT YOUR NEEDS.

legendary performance.



YOGA MATS
PROlite (recommended) | 67.60€

Our best mat for shared use.

Dense cushioning & stability elevate student experience.

Easy-clean closed-cell surface prolongs mat lifespan.

Longer than average length - 180cm.

Prices below reflect studio gear discount applied.

MAT TOWELS
eQua | 29.25€

Yogitoes | 42.90€

PROPS
Recycled Foam Block | 15.60€

Cork Block | 15.60€

AligN Strap | 13€

MAT CARE
Formulated to keep your studio mats fresh

and free from surface dirt and stains.

BOLSTERS
Rectangular | 50.70€

Round | 53.30€

Lean | 42.25€

BLANKETS

Cotton Blanket | thunder | 32.50€

Wool Blanket | sediment | 32.50 €

discount off retail price to equip you with everything you need to enhance your studio and your students' practice.   
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what we o�er?

35%
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terms & conditions
Apply here for your studio gear discount. 

Only for in-studio equipment purchases and should not be applied to product intended for retail or personal purposes.

Applicable on eu.manduka.com.

Valid for a maximum of three in-studio equipment purchases.

No return/exchanges policy.

PRO Series yoga mats used as in-studio equipment are not covered by the Lifetime Guarantee.

VAT is included where applicable. If you have a business VAT number, we can give you a VAT invoice so that you can request

the VAT back from your local tax office.

Orders with Studio Discount does not qualify for free shipping. A shipping rate will be calculated at check-out.
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https://eu.manduka.com/pages/studio-gear-eu/#anchor-point
https://eu.manduka.com/
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be part of our studio community
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2 STUDIO PHOTOS
Share your set up with us for a chance to
be featured on eu.manduka.com
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STUDIO LOCATOR
Be included alongside all Manduka Studios

MANDUKA SOCIALS
Possibility to be highlighted on all social channels
@MandukaEurope
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teachers programs

Our Reward Program is designed to recognise all studios and teachers that recommend
Manduka to their students.
Through this give back initiative, you’ll earn a 10% commission on all sales you refer plus
provide a generous 15% discount to your students on eu.manduka.com.

> Apply here
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We are honoured to provide a 35% product discount to all active yoga teachers
driving our industry forward. This discount is to enable all teachers to purchase
professional equipment for their personal use.

> Apply here

REWARD PROGRAM

TEACHER INDUSTRY PROGRAM

https://eu.manduka.com/pages/teacher-reward-program-sign-up-form
https://eu.manduka.com/pages/apply-for-teacher-discount


Manduka was founded in 1997 by Peter Sterios, a yoga instructor and architect,
who began selling yoga mats out of his garage at his home in California.
The mat that he sold came to be known as the Black Mat PRO,
which is a German-made, high-performance yoga mat, and to this day the Black Mat PRO
continues to be the foundation of our brand. 

The Manduka brand and business grew, and our products are now used by over
2 million customers and 4 thousand yoga studios worldwide.

For 25 years, Manduka has built a reputation as the world's most respected yoga brand.
Known for its legendary PRO Mat, Manduka creates high performance yoga mats, yoga towels,
bags, props, and men's and women's fitness apparel. Designed by yogis and trusted by teachers
worldwide, carefully selected and sustainable materials are paired with thoughtful design
to create innovative products that allow a community across the globe to deepen their practice.

We now operate out of two offices:
Our Americas headquarters based in Los Angeles.
Our EMEA & APAC headquarters based in Amsterdam.  

OUR STORY

OUR BRAND

our mission
Inspire the practice

our vision
A world uplifted
by the power of

yoga and meditation.

our purpose

To create the world’s
most thoughtfully
designed products
for experiencing
the joy of yoga

on and off the mat.

our values

Service the Community
Driven by Quality

Honor Mother Earth
Foster Inclusivity
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